Dairy cows have been selected during the last century primarily for milk production, which has been increased by a factor 3-5 per lactation during this period without a concomitantly adequate increase of dry matter intake (DMI). This discrepancy between input and output is caused by a negative or minutely positive genetic correlation between milk yield and DMI and leads, in high-producing dairy cows in early lactation, to a severe and long-lasting negative energy balance (NEB) with distinct hormonal and metabolic alterations. Milk production during this period is regulated by homeorhesis with high priority for this trait, which is relatively uncoupled from DMI, and hence with possible restrictions of other functions. The extent and duration of the current NEB is a health risk and is probably one of the reasons for genetic correlations between milk yield and disease. The gap between input and output is closed by the mobilization of reserves characterized by a rapid increase of non-esterified fatty acids (NEFA) above the acute requirement, in turn leading to ectopic fat disposition in the liver and other organs. Therefore, fat liver and ketosis occur during early lactation within a phase of the priority of the homeorhetic (genetic) regulation of milk production at insufficient DMI. Ketosis is correlated with an impairment of fertility. The correlation between an early cause (ketosis) and a later effect (impaired fertility) cannot be explained satisfactorily, but possible epigenetic alterations look promising for future research. The revealed connection between homeorhesis, fat liver and ketosis, and the impairment of fertility provides an approach for discussions of these topics as a complex. The convergence between these issues should furthermore be extended to other production diseases. Since the genetic background of this interaction must not be neglected, the current breeding system should include further health traits with a predominant emphasis on parameters of metabolism and energy balance. 29 1974). This antagonism agrees with the inhibition of glucose synthesis from propionate in vitro by BHB in sheep hepatocytes (Demigne et al., 1986).
Introduction
Milk production of dairy cows has been increased by a factor 3-5 per lactation during the last century. In Germany, production per lactation has been improved from 2600 kg in the 1950s to almost 8000 kg in 2018 (mean of all breeds) (BRS, 2019) . Single cows or herds produce much more milk, and milk yields (MY) of 11000-12000 kg (or even beyond that amount) are very often attained in countries with intensive milk production. Similarly, the trend for milk production has been genetically increased in the USA, and production from some 2000 kg in the 1920s has risen to 10328 kg in 2016 (Baumgard et al., 2017) and to 11970 kg in Israel (Israeli Dairy Board, 2017) . This increase in production is the result of intense genetic selection primarily for milk yield, improved nutrition, proper management, and the careful prevention and treatment of diseases by veterinarians.
The postpartum delay between the rapid increase of MY and maximal dry matter intake (DMI) causes a period of negative energy balance (NEB), high metabolic rates, and changes of hormones and metabolites, which is exacerbated with increasing MY (see part 1) and the prevailing negative genetic correlation between MY and DMI (Karacaören et al., 2006; Liinamo et al., 2012; Manzanilla-Pech et al., 2014) , although a positive energy balance has recently been described (Krattenmacher et al., 2019) . The deficit of nutrients occurs during a time of homeorhetic (genetic) regulation of MY with high priority, with the rapid mobilization of reserves, possible metabolic stress at current performance, and hence, potential constraints and the impairment of health. Probable consequences were discussed as early as 1988 by Emanuelson who concluded: "The situation is further complicated by results showing that a genetic antagonism probably exists between production traits and disease resistance".
The possible genetic interaction between production and health has been analyzed by Berry et al. (2011) and Price et al. (2016) in comprehensive reviews. Heritability estimates of disease are low (< 5%) (Pryce et al., 2016) , but genetic correlations between MY and diseases are evident (Berry et al., 2011) . For instance, genetic correlations have been demonstrated between MY and ketosis (Simianer et al., 1991; Uribe et al., 1995) , MY and mastitis (Koeck et al., 2014b ; see review Martin et al., 2018) , MY and lameness (Gernand et al., 2012; Koeck et al., 2014b) , MY and retained fetal membranes (Heringstad et al., 2007) , and MY and impairment of fertility (Pryce et al., 1997; Royal et al., 2002) , together with an antagonistic (genetic) relationship between MY and days of productive life (Pritchard et al., 2013) . Body weight changes during early lactation (≈ NEB) exhibit genetic correlations with ketosis, metabolic and infectious diseases (Frigo et al., 2010) , and fertility (Dechow et al., 2002) . Furthermore, in a recent study concerning the genetic analysis of cow mortality and milk production, Tsuruta et al. (2017) concluded that "The increase in reliability with genomic information is particular high for cow mortality" and "the existence of a common region on Bos taurus autosome 14 affecting both traits (MY and mortality, the author) may indicate a major gene with a pleiotropic effect on milk and mortality". Beilharz et al. (1993) approached possible genetic health risks at high MY from a theoretical point of view: resource allocation. The authors discussed some potential restrictions of fitness at continued selection for one trait at limited resources and concluded that "unless the environment (resources, the author) is being improved, antagonisms between traits will start to develop as soon as production traits are selected" (Beilharz & Nitter, 1998 ). An analogous conclusion has been made by Berry et al. (2011) : "Although there were a few exceptions, selection for increased milk production alone without cognizance of other traits is expected to increase the incidence of mastitis, lameness, cystic ovaries, ketosis and metritis".
The performance of farm animals requires the allocation of resources for maintenance, growth, production, and reproduction (Huber, 2017 ; see also resource allocation of Beilharz et al., 1993) and "genetic changes in nutrient partitioning towards production and away from other life functions are expected (in cows, the author)" (Friggens & Newbold, 2007) . Hence, possible restrictions of fitness in dairy cows are facilitated by this major shift and the partitioning of nutrients for milk production at limited resources (NEB).
The genetic correlations between MY and diseases (see above) and the objections of Emanuelson (1988) , Beilharz et al. (1993) , Beilharz and Nitter (1998) , Friggens and Newbold (2007) , and Berry et al. (2011) do not offer a causal explanation, although the study of Tsuruta et al. (2017) indicates that closer genetic and possible underlying information will become available in future. MY during early lactation is correlating with NEB, and NEB clearly means limited resources and a statistical risk for health during a period of homeorhetic priority of milk secretion. However, NEB with its changes of hormones and metabolites offers some causal explanations of fresh cow or productions diseases.
The intention of this review is to promote the discussion of two types of production diseases in more detail: fat liver and ketosis as a consequence of the genetic correlation between increasing milk production and insufficient DMI at homeorhetic priority of milk production, and the impairment of fertility as a result of an explicit "primarily physiological antagonism" between production and reproduction at limited resources.
Physiological and Genetic Background of Fat Liver and Ketosis as Well as Fertility

Fat Liver
Pathogenesis of fat liver: Metabolic conditions of the pathogenesis of fat liver (and ketosis) have been outlined in detail by Danfaer (1994) , Herdt (2000) , Vernon (2005) , Ametaj (2005) , Geelen and Wensing (2006) , with fine biochemical points being made by White (2015) . NEFA are released from the adipose tissue, increase in the blood, are taken up by the liver proportional to the concentration (Emery et al., 1992; Reynolds et al., 2003) , and are partly metabolized including the release of β-hydroxybutyrate (BHB). The remaining NEFA are converted to TAG (triacylglycerol) and, if the re-synthesis to TAG exceeds the export as VLDL (very low density lipoprotein), accumulation occurs in liver cells and finally causes fat liver (Emery et al., 1992; Drackley et al., 2001; Katoh, 2002; Bobe et al., 2004; Ingvartsen, 2006) and further ectopic fat deposition (EFD) in non-adipose tissue (Roberts et al., 1981) . The NEFA concentrations are probably associated with the expression of the mRNA of genes that are involved in the development of periparturient fat liver (Loor et al., 2005) . Moreover, EFD causes cellular dysfunction (lipotoxicity) via potential oxidative stress and proinflammatory pathways (Montgomery et al., 2018) , although the knowledge of this system in ruminants is limited (McFadden & Rico, 2019) .
DMI is also related to fat liver. Dairy cows with low DMI intake before (Bertics et al., 1992) and after (Hammon et al., 2009 ) parturition have a higher liver fat content. The prepartum diminished DMI can be used as "an early indicator of subclinical ketosis" (Goldhawk et al., 2009 ).
In addition to the classic scheme of the pathogenesis of fat liver, inflammation might contribute or accompany fat liver. Ohtsuka et al. (2001) have reported higher concentrations of the pro-inflammatory cytokine TNF-α in cows with moderate and high fat liver content. Ametaj (2005) has discussed the potential role of endotoxins and observed increased TNF-α, serum amyloid A, and haptoglobin in cows with fat liver. Infusion of TNF-α into lactating dairy cows causes, within the liver, a significant increase of TAG and a decrease of transcript abundance of enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis (Bradford et al., 2009) . The induction of ketosis by feed restriction causes a several fold increase of pro-inflammatory IL-6 expression in the liver, which "might contribute to development of liver lipidosis, ketosis, and insulin resistance" (Loor et al., 2007) .
Human fat liver: Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) in mankind is an extremely common disease in western societies, with NAFLD being considered as the primary event followed by oxidative stress, production of pro-inflammatory cytokines, and lipotoxicity (Gong et al., 2017) . Studies of the pathophysiology of NAFLD have revealed remarkable parallels with the fat liver of cows. A growing body of evidence suggests that low growth hormone (GH) is involved in the initiation and progression of NAFLD (Gong et al., 2017) . This correlation has led to experiments with GH receptor (GHR) knockout mice (= uncoupling GH-IGF-1 axis), which exhibit notable changes from the wild-type: fat liver, a 4-fold increase of GH and very low IGF-1 concentrations, increased free fatty acids concentrations, and insulin resistance (IR) (Fan et al., 2009 ). These results have been confirmed by Liu et al. (2016) . Furthermore, the restoration of liver IGF-1 expression in mice via hepatic IGF-1 transgene normalizes some of the changes mentioned above but does not significantly reduce liver fat content and is insufficient to resolve fat-induced oxidative stress and inflammation in the liver (Liu et al., 2016) . Additionally, the uptake of free fatty acids into the liver cells via fatty acid translocase (also known as CD36) is upregulated in mice with impaired GH action in the liver (Barclay et al., 2011) . The mRNA of CD36 is increased in high-yielding cows in early lactation (McCarthy et al., 2010) during a period of NEB and an uncoupled GH-IGF-1 axis (Lucy, 2004) . This suggests that an increase of CD36 and NEFA uptake into the liver cells occurs, if the liver is refractory to GH. These data remain puzzling but should be integrated and, more importantly, experimentally established in ruminants: are CD36 expression and NEFA uptake (down)regulated by GH and (up)regulated by the uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis?
TAG and impairment of liver function: TAG accumulation impairs liver ureagenesis (Strang et al. 1998) , the conversion of ammonia to urea (Zhu et al., 2000) , and glucose production (Murondoti et al., 2004) , which could explain the significant correlation of fat liver with lower blood glucose concentration (Gröhn et al., 1983) . This fits together with the effects of TNF-α infusion, namely TAG accumulation and a decrease of transcription of enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis (Bradford et al., 2009 ). Furthermore, fat liver is associated with a decrease of blood albumin concentration (Reid, 1982) and is correlated with multiple diseases such as the displacement of the abomasum, mastitis, metritis, and impaired immunoreactivity. According to the compilation of data by Bobe et al. (2004) , the incidence of moderate fat liver (5-10% TAG of wet weight) varies from 20-65% and of severe fat liver (> 10% TAG) from 5-24%.
Ketosis
Homeorhesis and ketosis: The possible risk of ketosis at low DMI during early lactation has been characterized by Baird (1977) : "The cow will attempt to maintain milk production despite food deprivation and as a result will become ketotic" and "cows are only susceptible to the disorder (primary ketosis) during early lactation, when the homeorhetic stimulus to lactate is at a maximum" (Baird, 1981) . These statements of Baird clearly underline the priority of milk production above possible health risks and suggest ketosis as a homeorhetic and genetic disease.
Fat liver and ketosis:
Fat liver is believed to precede the increase of ketones in the blood (Grummer, 1993; Katoh, 2002) , and hence, fat liver is accompanied p.p. by ketosis prone metabolic circumstances: high NEFA, increased production and concentrations of BHB, low glucose concentration at high demand, and probably inflammation. The proinflammatory cytokine IL-6, which regulates the hepatic synthesis of acute phase proteins, is positively related with NEFA and BHB at d 8 p.p. (Mansouryar et al., 2018) and is increased in ketotic cows (Loor et al., 2007; Rodriguez-Jimenez et al., 2018) . Methylglyoxal (MGO), which is commonly used as a diagnostic parameter in diabetes type 2 in man, is significant higher in subclinical ketotic cows (1.2 mmol·l -1 ≥ BHB ≤ 3.0 mmol·l -1 ) and is positively correlated with acute phase protein haptoglobin in lactating cows (Li et al., 2018a) .
The possible role of proinflammatory cytokines correlates with the association of inflammatory biomarkers (serum amyloid A, haptoglobin, lipopolysaccharide binding protein) in ketotic cows (Abuajamieh et al., 2016) .
The usually tested blood parameters can be extended by analogous data in milk. BHB and the fat-to-protein ratio in milk are genetically correlated with clinical ketosis (Koeck et al., 2014a) , and the data of Bach et al. (2019) suggest milk BHB and NEFA as promising indicators of diseases.
The metabolic alterations that occur during inflammation are accompanied by hormonal changes. Ketotic cows exhibit a significantly decreased insulin concentration (Hove, 1974; Sakai et al., 1993) and a more pronounced decrease of insulin early p.p. (Kerestes et al., 2009 ). The insulin response to glucose is significantly lower in cows with ketosis (Sakai et al., 1993; Kerestes et al., 2009) suggesting IR. Insulin stimulates the peripheral utilization of ketones (see the literature, especially Brockman, 1979; Hayirli, 2006) and decreases hepatic ketone production (Hayirli, 2006) , which may be impaired at low insulin concentration. The treatment of ketotic cows with glucose (day 1-5) or glucose + insulin (day 2-4) supports this outcome. NEFA and ketone bodies were lower and glucose higher at d 6 in a group of cows receiving glucose + insulin compared cows treated with glucose alone (Sakai et al., 1993) . The low insulin concentration as a health risk in ketotic cows has been emphasized as early as 1976 by Brockman and 1986 by Giesecke.
Lower IGF-1 and higher GH concentrations have been measured in cows with clinical ketosis (Du et al., 2018) , and the application of GH causes high NEFA and ketone concentrations (Kronfeld, 1965) . The latter author suggests "excessive secretion of endogenous GH could conceivably play a role in the pathogenesis of naturally occurring bovine ketosis". This suggestion agrees with a recent observation. Holstein and Jersey cows were treated a.p and p.p with recombinant bovine somatotropin (rbST). This treatment did not influence blood BHB concentration but numerically increased ketosis (Silva et al., 2017a) . However, a further study of periparturient treatment with rbST resulted in a decreased p.p. BHB concentration (Silva et al., 2017b) .
Uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis: Ketotic cows exhibit, in addition to the discussed metabolic and hormonal changes, an uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis (Du et al., 2018) : an increase of GH and a decrease of IGF-1. Furthermore, in calf liver cells in vitro, NEFA or BHB causes a reduction of GHR 1A and IGF-1 mRNA expression (uncoupling of GH-IGF-1 axis) (Du et al., 2018) and explains the earlier observation of a negative correlation between NEFA as well as BHB and IGF-1 concentrations (Wathes et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2015) .
The uncoupled GH-IGF-1 axis raises a problem involving the control of gluconeogenesis by GH when "the liver is refractory to GH" (Lucy, 2008) , which may cause some health risks: "The consequences of inadequate GHR 1A expression are serious. The liver remains unresponsive to GH and various GH-dependent processes (including gluconeogenic mechanism) are not initiated. This may predispose the cow to fat liver and ketosis and preclude the normal hepatic mechanism for nutrient partitioning during increased lactation" . This concern regarding the uncoupled GH-IGF-1 axis and ketosis has indirectly been confirmed. The infusion of insulin + glucose recouples the GH-IGF-1 axis Rhoads et al., 2004) , and the treatment of ketotic cows with glucose + insulin reduces NEFA and ketone bodies and raises glucose compared with the treatment of ketotic cows with glucose alone (Sakai et al., 1993) . This suggests the stimulation of gluconeogenesis by GH after the recoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis by glucose + insulin, as has been shown by Butler et al. (2003) .
The likely pivotal role of insulin within this complex of uncoupled GH-IGF-1 axis, fat liver, and ketosis can be further deduced from the treatment of cows with a slow-release insulin (SRI). An increasing single dose of SRI at d 3 p.p. decreases the percentage increase in liver triglyceride (TG), and on d 5, the average liver TG tends to be lower than that in the control (Hayirly et al., 2002) . In agreement with these data are the observations of Smith et al. (2009) . Prepartum administration of 2,4-thiazolidinedione, a ligand of the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-ɣ (PPAR-ɣ), which potentiates the action of peripheral insulin in several species (see reference by Smith et al., 2009 ), reduces p.p the concentration of NEFA and liver fat content in dairy cows (Smith et al., 2009 ). Prevention of fatty liver by glucagon is probably mediated by an increase of glucose and insulin and the resulting decrease of NEFA (Nafikov et al., 2006) .
The refractory behavior of the liver to GH with consequences for gluconeogenesis is probably worsened by BHB. Ketogenesis depresses glucose synthesis (see Danfaer, 1994) , hyperketonemia in ewes reduces endogenous glucose production (Schlumbohm and Harmeyer, 2004) , and intravenous BHB infusion for 48 h in cows reduces the glucose concentration in the blood (Zarrin et al., 2013) . This antagonism explains the significant negative correlation between glucose and BHB in dairy cows (Harrison et al., 1990) and the reciprocal concentration of high BHB and low glucose in ketotic cows (Li et al., 2012; Du et al., 2018) s is a and ion is
Fertility
Decline of fertility and reproduction: Impairment of fertility has been the major cause for disease-dependent culling of dairy cows in Germany for many years (BRS, 2019). Butler (2003) and Dobson et al. (2008) have summarized the reciprocal correlation between an increase of MY and the decrease in conception rate during the last few decades. "Management, nutrition, production, and genetics are the main reasons for the decline in fertility in modern dairy cows" (Chagas et al., 2007) ; this is related to the delayed resumption of ovarian cyclicity p.p., disarranged ovarian activity as a persistent corpus luteum and prolonged luteal phase, low progesterone and estradiol concentrations, reduced estrus behavior, metritis, low oocyte quality, and early embryonic mortality. Possible reasons for these aberrations have been discussed in several reviews and original publications: genetics (Berry et al., 2003; Berry et al., 2016; Hazel et al., 2017; Cai et al., 2019) , management (Beever, 2006; Roche, 2006; van Saun & Sniffen, 2014) , nutrition in general (Diskin et al., 2003; Lucy, 2003; Beever, 2006; Roche, 2006; Dann et al., 2006; Chagas et al., 2007; Friggens et al., 2010; van Saun & Sniffen, 2014; Drackley & Cardoso, 2014; Rodney et al., 2018) , infection and fertility (Sheldon et al., 2009) , NEB, health risks, perturbed immune function, and inflammation (Esposito et al., 2014) , lipid reserves (Friggens et al., 2003) , protein intake and fertility (Butler, 2000; Tamminga, 2006; Lean et al., 2012) , protein and urea (Cheng et al., 2015) , metabolic status and fertility (Pushpakumara et al., 2003; Wathes, 2012) , "mismatch between metabolism and fertility" (Leroy et al., 2008) , hormonal changes and fertility (Lucy, 2003; Santos et al., 2016) , enhanced clearance of steroids in high-producing cows (Sangsritavong et al., 2002; Wiltbank et al., 2006) , decreased progesterone synthetic capacity of lower corpus luteum volume (Moore et al., 2014a) , and from a veterinarian point of view, "causes of poor fertility" (Walsh et al., 2011) .
Signal cascade of fertility and reproduction:
The detrimental effects on fertility occur at each step of the signal cascade of regulation of fertility and pregnancy and include a) the hypothalamus/pituitary and release of gonadotropins, b) blood metabolites and steroid concentrations, c) the ovary with follicular growth and corpus luteum, d) the quality of the oocyte, or e) embryo development, as has been analyzed (a, c, d, e) in a previous review by Webb et al. (1999) .
Consequently, various aspects of the signal cascade from hypothalamus/pituitary, ovary, and uterus and from fetal development and (under)nutrition or metabolism have been studied and described: the dominant role of GnRH in the hypothalamus/pituitary and the release of gonadotropins (HPG axis) (Wade & Jones, 2004; Schneider, 2004; Clarke, 2014; Hill & Elias, 2018) , the effects of nutrition and metabolic status on circulating hormones such as LH, FSH, estradiol, progesterone, insulin, and IGF-1 and possible effects on pre-ovulatory follicle growth and ovulation (Diskin et al., 2003 , Wathes, 2012 , the somatotropic axis and follicular growth (Silva et al., 2009; Lucy, 2012) , the regulation of the corpus luteum (Wiltbank et al., 2012) , the role of glucose for embryonic and fetal development (Lucy et al., 2014) , progesterone and early pregnancy (Spencer et al., 2015) , prostaglandins and maternal recognition (Arosh et al., 2016) , oocyte development and stress (Roth, 2018) , embryonic and early fetal loss (Diskin & Morris, 2008) , the role of lipids as regulators of conceptus development (Ribeiro, 2018) , and the interaction between metabolic stress and innate immunity and inflammation of the endometrium (Sheldon et al., 2017) .
It is not the intention of this overview to summarize, repeat, or emphasize the possible main topics of impaired fertility. The available data will be used for the discussion of the following hypotheses. Does a new pregnancy make sense during a phase of under-nutrition? Is the cow, from a biological point of view, interested in becoming pregnant again during the period of the homeorhetic priority for milk production at a high metabolic load and at insufficient nutrition? If so, how is the interaction between under-nutrition and fertility mediated?
Nutrition and fertility: Wade and Jones (2004) have analyzed the biological relationships between (under)nutrition and fertility (mainly in experimental animals and not in cattle) and concluded that a hierarchy of nutrient allocation occurs at insufficient nutrition: a) with priority for essential processes such as cell maintenance, circulation, and neural activity, b) with restriction of reducible processes such as thermoregulation, locomotion, or growth or, c) with cessation of expendable processes that are not essential for survival such as fat storage or reproduction.
Hence, fertility is directly influenced by under-nutrition (Wade & Jones, 2004; Schneider, 2004; Clarke, 2014; Hill & Elias, 2018) and indirectly by the preference for one trait at limited resources (Beilharz et al., 1993) , by metabolic stress and downregulation of other traits (Knight et al., 1999) , or by the priority of homeorhetic milk production (Bauman & Currie, 1980) . MY should be allocated as an "essential process" according Wade and Jones (2004) and has priority despite the prevailing NEB (under-nutrition) and the antagonism between MY and DMI (see above).
These theoretical considerations are confirmed by a growing and overwhelming set of experimental data about interactions between the shortage of nutrients and the impairment of the regulation of fertility and pregnancy. Day et al. (1986) have observed low LH concentrations and pulse frequency in heifers with restricted feed intake. Further, the LH response to GnrH is lower in animals having a restricted diet. In agreement with these results are the findings of Rutter and Manns (1987) in beef cows p.p.: the reduced availability of glucose by phlorizin treatment causes smaller and fewer large LH pulses in p.p. beef cows. Schillo (1992) has summarized, in a comprehensive review, the interaction between feed restriction and cyclicity in ruminants. Under-nutrition inhibits pulsatile LH secretion by reduced GnrH secretion in the hypothalamus. Metabolites and hormones or oxidizable fuels are suggested as possible mediators between hormones and fertility traits. In accordance with these conclusions are the observations of Canfield and Butler (1990) that "the pulsatile LH secretion is suppressed until the nadir of NEB is reached", and Canfield and Butler (1991) suggest further that the ovaries of cows under NEB are less sensitive to LH. Decreased LH secretion and reduced sensitivity is probably the cause for the positive and linear relationship between the days p.p. until the nadir of NEB and number of days to first ovulation (Beam & Butler, 1999) . The increasing loss of BCS (= deeper nadir of NEB) delays ovulation (Beam & Butler, 1999) leading to the conclusion "that negative energy balance is the major nutritional link to low fertility in lactating cows" (Butler, 2005) . Banos and Coffey (2010) have confirmed these observations and conclusions. The duration and sum of NEB show high genetic correlations between the numbers of days after calving and the first observed estrus.
The correlations mentioned above indicate an interaction between insufficient nutrition, metabolism, and the signal cascade of cyclicity, estrus, and finally pregnancy. The missing interface between these parameters was discussed by Canfield and Butler as early as 1990; they suggested the involvement of the hypothalamus or higher neuroendocrine control centers and proposes that the energy status is conveyed to the brain by NEFA. Indeed, the availability of oxidizable fuels, glucose, and NEFA is the "transmitter" that is detected by peripheral and central metabolic fuel sensors (Wade & Jones, 2004; Schneider, 2004) .
Metabolic sensor and oxidizable fuels:
The central sensor is located in the area postrema (AP) in the floor of the fourth ventricle in the hindbrain (Wade & Jones, 2004) . Corresponding glucose-sensing neurons are arrayed in the brainstem and the hypothalamus (Levin, 2006) . The information regarding oxidizable fuels at the fuel detector in the hindbrain is relayed to the GnRH neurons in the forebrain (details of transmitter and neurons see Wade & Jones, 2004; Schneider, 2004; Clarke, 2014; Hill & Elias, 2018) . GnRH is the driver of reproduction, is secreted in a pulsatile manner from the preoptic area of the hypothalamus into the hypophysial portal system, and regulates the synthesis and pulsatile release of LH from the anterior pituitary (Clarke, 2014) .
A key role as oxidizable fuel is obviously exerted by glucose at the central sensor. Glucoprivation of this fuel sensor suppresses LH pulses in rat Murahashi et al., 1996) and in sheep occurs peripheral to the GnRH neuron Ohkura et al., 2000) . Blood glucose concentration is reduced in cross-bred heifers at restricted feed intake with corresponding effects on LH release (Yelich et al., 1996) . The LH response is obviously related to GnRH release. Growth restriction in young sheep reduces the frequency of GnRH release, and not all GnRH pulses stimulate the pulsatile secretion of LH (l'Anson et al., 2000) . This confirms the data of Day et al. (1986) showing a decreased LH response to GnrH infusion in feed-restricted heifers (see above). The possible downstream effects are predictable and agree with the conclusion of Diskin et al. (2003) that NEB "adversely affects the size and the ovulatory fate of the dominant follicle". Concomitantly, the duration of estrus decreases with increasing MY (Wiltbank et al., 2006) .
The decisive role of glucose on fertility was shown decades ago in cows by McClure (1968) . The conception rate of cows curvilinearly increases with increasing glucose concentration in the blood and agrees with observations of Harrison et al. (1990) who found that, in cows, a low blood glucose concentration during week 1 p.p. is negatively correlated with the number of days to conception. Adverse effects of a low glucose concentration early p.p. on conception have been confirmed since then (Reist et al., 2003; Oikonomou et al., 2008a; Garverick et al., 2013; Cardoso et al., 2013) , and vice versa, an increased ratio between glucose and BHB has been correlated with the higher probability of estrous expression at first ovulation (Westwood et al., 2002) , and a higher blood glucose concentration is positively associated with pregnancy after first insemination, including the production of heavier fetuses (Green et al., 2012) . Lucy et al. (2014) and Dupont et al. (2014) have summarized the available data on glucose and fertility in comprehensive reviews and have emphasized the outstanding peripheral role of glucose for ovarian cyclicity and luteal function, immune function and uterus health, pregnancy, and fetal development.
NEFA are also oxidizable fuels, and evidence exists with regard to the effect of lipoprivation on LH pulses in hamsters, but is uncertain in other species (Wade & Jones, 2004) , and corresponding data with respect to NEFA are missing in cattle. In sheep, intravenous NEFA infusion does not change luteinizing hormone secretion (Estienne et al., 1989) . By contrast, "increased serum NEFA and BHB concentrations had a detrimental effect on reproductive performance" (Opsina et al., 2010) with a NEFA threshold of ≥ 0.27 mmol·l -1 prepartum and ≥ 0.72 mmol·l -1 p.p. and a p.p. BHB value of ≥ 1.4 mmol·l -1 . This corroborates the data of Walsh et al. (2007) : the predicted probability of pregnancy linearly decreases with increasing BHB concentrations in week 2 p.p. Similarly, Garverick et al. (2013) conclude that "postpartum monitoring NEFA and glucose could theoretically be used to identify cows at risk for infertility". The correlation with NEFA has been validated by Ribeiro et al. (2013) . An elevated NEFA concentration reduces P/AI on d 65 after AI. The p.p. threshold of ≥ 0.72 mmol·l -1 (Opsina et al., 2010) has been confirmed by Ribeiro (2018) . Cows with NEFA concentrations ≥ 0.7 mmol·l -1 during the first 2 weeks p.p. have reduced pregnancy after AI.
Previous in vitro studies (Jorritsma et al., 2004; Leroy et al., 2005 Leroy et al., , 2006 (2006) on the development of bovine oocytes. NEFA and BHB during oocyte incubation have negative effects on oocyte maturation. The influence of BHB is more pronounced at a low glucose concentration. NEFA concentrations reflect NEB (Herdt, 2000; Urdl et al., 2015) , and based on current knowledge, NEFA and BHB have primarily peripheral effects during the development of oocytes. Furthermore, an "impaired uterine environment" (during NEB and high NEFA, the author) also contribute to subfertility" (Ribeiro, 2018) .
Metabolic hormones and fertility:
The interaction between nutrition and fertility is not restricted to oxidizable metabolites and their possible effects on central or peripheral sensors. The concentrations of NEFA, BHB, and glucose reflect the changes of GH, insulin, IR, and IGF-1, and the effects of the hormones GH, insulin, and IGF-1 on the signal cascade of fertility regulation have previously been described (Beam & Butler, 1999; Roche et al., 2000; Adam et al., 2000; Lucy, 2012; Wathes, 2012; Kawashima et al., 2012 , Bollwein et al., 2014 . The hormonal changes of increased GH, low insulin, IR, and low IGF-1 are the framework of regulation of metabolism, mobilization, and partitioning and determine the homeorhetic priority of high milk production. Undoubtedly, these hormones and the usual hormonal combinations (and the resulting concentrations of NEFA, BHB, and glucose, see above) have effects on reproduction.
The somatotropic axis includes GH and IGF-1 (see part 1). The possible role of GH and IGF-1 on follicular growth has been reviewed by Silva et al. (2009) and by Lucy (2012) who concludes that the effect of GH is mainly indirect via metabolism and the control of IGF-1 by GHR 1A in the liver. The role of IGF-1 has been outlined in detail by Velasquez et al. (2008) , Wathes (2012), and Kawashima et al. (2012) . mRNAs for IGF-1 have been detected in bovine follicles and luteal cells, and IGF-1 stimulates the proliferation and steroid-genesis in granulosa cells (for details and references, see Velasquez et al., 2008; Wathes, 2012; Kawashima et al., 2012) . Consequently, cows with lower IGF-1 concentrations have significantly lower progesterone concentrations (Pushpakumara et al., 2002) , and Beam and Butler (1999) have demonstrated a significant linear correlation between IGF-1 and estradiol concentrations. Further, in in vitro studies, the early development of the bovine blastocyst is influenced by IGF-1 (Byrne et al., 2002) , which possibly acts in the oviduct (Pushpakumara et al., 2002) and in the uterus by influencing secretion and embryo growth (Velasques et al., 2008) . The influence of IGF-1 is not limited to the periphery. "An intrapituitary IGF system exists in sheep and the present results are consistent with an endocrine role of the IGF-1 in nutritional modulation of LH secretion" (Adam et al., 2000) . Zulu et al. (2002) have analyzed the role of IGF-1 in bovine reproduction and conclude that "IGF-1 is therefore one of the long sought factors that signal nutritional status to the reproductive axis", and that "IGF-1 plays a pivotal role in cattle fertility, acting as a monitoring signal … when nutritional conditions for successful reproduction are reached" (Velasquez et al., 2008) .
The multiple modulation of the signal cascade by IGF-1 from the pituitary to ovary and to uterus might explain the relationship between IGF-1 and fertility in cows (Taylor et al., 2004) . The latter authors observed that the lowest IGF-1 concentration p.p. in multiparous cows was correlated with the highest milk production, and that cows with the lowest IGF-1 concentration p.p. failed to become pregnant despite services. Gobikrushanth et al. (2018) studied in more detail the association between serum IGF-1 and fertility. Cyclic multiparous cows had a greater serum IGF-1 concentration during the first week p.p. compared with acyclic cows, whereas primiparous and multiparous cows with a high serum IGF-1 concentration had a greater P/AI than those with low IGF-1. The optimum serum IGF-1 thresholds predictive for P/AI were 85.0 ng/mL and 31.0 ng/mL for primiparous and multiparous cows, respectively. Correspondingly, cows with a high genetic merit for fertility had greater IGF-1concentrations in their blood (Moore et al., 2014b) .
Insulin is indirectly involved in the somatotropic axis, because it mediates the expression of GHR 1 A in the liver , and hence, insulin and IGF-1 are positively correlated (Wathes et al., 2007) . Furthermore, insulin has effects on the HPG axis including the ovary with a potential influence on fertility (Beam and Butler, 1999) . Despite these versatile impacts, insulin measurements do not improve predictions of fertility (Wathes et al., 2007) . Wathes (2012) has analyzed this topic and suggests the diet-dependent variation of insulin concentration and, in particular, the regulation of insulin receptors as possible reasons for the missing correlation. Despite this restriction, insulin is well known to regulate ovarian activity in woman and experimental animals (Porestky et al., 1999) , and cows with a good genetic merit for fertility tend to have a greater insulin concentration (Moore et al., 2014b) .
The numerous direct or indirect relationships between nutrient-dependent hormones or metabolites and fertility reveal the outstanding importance of the sufficient availability of nutrients for fertility and are in agreement with the data of Oikonomou et al. (2008a) . BCS, BHB, NEFA, and glucose during early lactation as parameters of energy metabolism have the highest genetic correlation with reproductive performance. Malnourishment at high demand for MY and reduced intake predispose to reduced fertility, and this negative modulation can be observed at the fuel sensor in the hindbrain, hypothalamus, pituitary, ovary, oviduct, and uterus and during early pregnancy.
The extensive set of data compiled above appears to offers a causal explanation of the impairment of fertility within the signal cascade of cyclicity regulation including pregnancy. Unfortunately, the list of hormones and metabolites sometime change before parturition, regularly immediately after parturition, and hence far before the cows fail to conceive between 60 and 100 d pp.p. This gap prompted Britt in 1992 to propose a hypothesis about possible effects on the development of a resting primordial follicle until ovulation, which requires approximately 100 days. If the growing follicle is exposed to adverse conditions during this period, gene expression might be affected (Britt, 1992) with delayed consequences for ovulation, oocyte quality, or pregnancy. Interestingly, Britt (1992) considered NEB as an adverse condition that somehow "imprinted" upon follicle development. This hypothesis was used to explain retrospectively the difference in fertility between dairy cows with a high and low change of BCS early p.p. (Britt, 1992) . It confirmed the hypothesis that "events that occur early postpartum influence fertility much later" (Britt, 1992) . The modulation of "gene expression" of the follicle resulting in impaired or altered development was, at that time, a hypothesis to explain early cause and later effect (Britt, 1992) . The delay remains, to the author's knowledge, miraculous, but some suggestions can be made.
Gene expression can be influenced by epigenetic gene regulation, which includes a) covalent DNA modification, b) covalent posttranslational modifications made to the tails of histone proteins, and c) noncoding RNA (Ideraabdullah & Zeisel, 2018) . One of the most intriguing aspects is the acetylation of the histone proteins by the metabolites butyrate (butyrylation) or BHB (β-hydroxbutyrylation) as driven by ketogenesis under low nutrient conditions (Xie et al., 2016) . The binding of metabolites to the tail of histones facilitates the accessibility of DNA, which is now more permissive for transcription, and contributes to the regulation of DNA-based processes ("gene expression"). The reaction is catalyzed by the histone acetyltransferase (HAT) and the release by histone deacetylase (HADAC) (Narita et al., 2019) , which can be inhibited by butyrate and BHB (Shimanzu et al., 2013) , thereby supporting the evidence that BHB is a signaling metabolite (up to now in monogastric animals, the author) with effects on energy expenditure, IR, and feeding behavior (Rojas-Morales et al., 2016) . Hence, undoubtedly, metabolites have wide-spread epigenetic activity and consequences for metabolism (Li et al., 2018b; Xie et al., 2016) , metabolic syndrome, and NAFLD (Ideraabdullah & Zeisel, 2018) . Unfortunately, to the knowledge of the above authors, corresponding results concerning fertility are still missing, but the interaction between metabolites and the epigenetic modulation of gene expression within the signal cascade of cyclicity and pregnancy offers experimental support.
Despite the uncertainty between early causes and later effects, each level of signal cascade can be modulated (see above), and for future discussion of this topic, a hierarchy of impact is proposed: The higher possible influences in the signal cascade denote the consequences. Glucose and IGF-1 appear to be predominant factors within this arbitrary classification. Glucoprivation at the central fuel sensor in the hindbrain inhibits GnrH release and consequently LH pulses (Wade & Jones, 2004; Schneider, 2004; Clark, 2014) , and IGF-1 modulates LH release in the pituitary (Adam et al., 2000) with the known peripheral effects (see above). Glucose and IGF-1 are decreased p.p., cooperate in the central nervous system, and intensify the inhibition of pulsatile LH release.
In addition to the effects at the top of the regulation cascade, the possible impact of the myriad effects downstream of GnrH and LH release appear to the author as possible "intervention sites". If the local hormonal and metabolic circumstances are not optimal, possible steps for follicle growth, steroid synthesis, estrous behavior, ovulation, or embryo development are downregulated. Hence, the whole signal cascade resembles the combination of a central control hierarchy with peripheral subsidiarity, and suggest the compound embedment of the regulation of reproduction with the goal of the optimal regulation of cyclicity and successful pregnancy or simply of avoiding malfunction.
This system allows flexible adaptation to metabolic and hormonal changes. These biological responses should above all be regarded as positive reactions, because pregnancy during under-nutrition possibly challenges the health of the cows and the development of the embryo. Hence, the possible modulation of reproduction by nutrition should be considered as a biological capability to adjust to various inputs during an optimal window for the next pregnancy. The impairment or constraint of fertility is, in this sense, not a disease but a normal transient period: "The cow knows better". Leroy et al. (2008) have discussed this problem in detail as a "mismatch between metabolism and fertility". The nutrient prioritization of the cows favors milk production over fertility (Leroy et al., 2008) or, again, endorses homeorhesis. However, this general biological background can be disrupted, go out of control, and promote, for instance, the pathogenesis of cystic ovaries with an altered HPG axis and intraovarian components (Ortega et al., 2015) .
Interdependencies Between NEB, Ketosis, and Fertiliy
The genetic antagonism between increasing MY and DMI p.p. is a challenge for a high-producing cow with multiplied demands and should be critically contemplated because the deep and long-lasting NEB over two months, with a deficit of 1500 MJ NEL or more, represents chronic under-nutrition (Vernon, 1998 ) and a distinct health risk, despite the original biological background. Presumably for this reason, Roche et al. (2009) have stated "It is perfectly natural for cows to lose BCS (= NEB, the author) in early lactation (homeorhesis), and this loss cannot be eliminated by improved feeding". Of course, the capability for compensating an energy deficit by mobilization and BCS loss is natural with an important biological intention (see part 1), and the possible deficit is of minor impact at MY for the nutrition of one calf (Hart et al., 1975) . The congenital biological predisposition for a slight NEB and a moderate rate of mobilization has been involuntary used to fill the increasing deficit with increasing MY. Hence, the current extent and duration of NEB is, from the author's point of view, not "natural" and leads to pathophysiological consequences. The hormonal background includes high GH, low insulin, IR, and low IGF-1, finally resulting in the uncoupling of the GH-IGF-1 axis and metabolic changes such as increased NEFA, BHB, and low glucose (Table 1) . These alterations challenge health and predispose to fat liver and ketosis (Table 1) .
A second predisposition with health risk is the correlation between MY (≈ NEB) and impairment of fertility (Table 1 ). The manifold downregulation at the various levels of the signal cascade of regulation of fertility and pregnancy at impaired nutrition primarily involves a biological response.
Unfortunately, the hormonal and metabolic conditions surrounding high MY (≈ NEB) are the major reasons of fat liver, ketosis, and disturbed fertility, and this common etiology explains the correlation between these two diseases (Baird, 1982; Walsh et al., 2007) . 
Suggestions and Conclusions
Homeorhesis: Homeorhesis is a term for the regulation of milk production during early lactation, although the major focus of regulation changes during the lactation period. After parturition, milk production has the absolute homeorhetic priority. With decreasing milk production after peak MY and increasing DMI, a zero energy balance is achieved. At this point, lost body weight is compensated for, and during the rest of lactation and the dry-off period, nutrients are used for the mother and the growing calf (Oldham, 1984) . Below, this term is divided into phase 1 of homeorhesis from parturition until the end of NEB followed by phase 2 until the end of pregnancy.
An important conversion of the priority of nutrient partitioning occurs during these two phases. During phase 1, the homeorhetic priority of milk production occurs at insufficient DMI, and feed restriction does not influence MY (McNamara & Hillers, 1986) . However, restricted feed intake during phase 2 (after the period of NEB) causes a reduction of MY (Gross & Bruckmaier, 2015) , which indicates that the new priority is now for the mother and pregnancy. Remarkably, the nutrition of the calves is ensured in both phases: homeorhesis directly ensures the nutrition of calf 1 in phase 1 and of calf 2 indirectly in phase 2.
Metabolic stress: Metabolic stress is an often and broadly used term to describe the metabolic changes and challenges during early lactation. This term should thus only be used in the sense of Knight et al. (1999) with the meaning "that amount of metabolic load (or metabolic burden) which cannot be sustained (or tolerated), such that some energetic processes (which could include those maintaining general health) must be down regulated". A corresponding conclusion has been made by Sordillo and Mavangira (2014) : "A major underlying factor responsible for the development of transition cow disorders is metabolic stress, which occurs when cows fail to adapt physiologically to an increase of nutrient requirement needed for parturition and the onset of copious milk synthesis and secretion".
An indication of failing adaptation and metabolic stress is the rate of mobilization above the actual requirement (Sordillo & Raphael, 2013) ; the increase of NEFA causes IR, fat liver, BHB production, ketosis, and secondary diseases. Two imbalances occur at the same time. DMI is lower than requirement, whereas the mobilization of NEFA is above requirement. Growing evidence indicates that the imbalances increase with MY and are probably the major health risk, not MY per se. Mobilization according the requirement and steady state at low NEFA would be a desired ambition as a future goal of selection and management.
Evidence is accumulating that metabolic stress includes inflammation (Trevisi et al., 2012; Sordillo & Raphael, 2013) and oxidative stress (Sordillo & Aitken, 2009 ). Vice versa, inflammation has an impact on metabolism. Infusion of the proinflammatory cytokine TNF-α in lactating dairy cows causes an increase of NEFA (Kushibiki et al., 2000) , a significant increase of TAG in the liver (Bradford et al., 2009 ), a decrease of transcription of enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis (Bradford et al., 2009) , and a decrease of insulin sensitivity (Kushibiki et al., 2000) . Hence, metabolic stress involves the risk of subclinical or clinical production diseases including inflammation, and these possible hazards should be mentioned when the term "metabolic stress" is applied NEB and replenishment: The loss of body reserves during early lactation is generally assumed to be replenished before the next parturition. Increasing evidence suggests that this compensation does not occur in all cases (Waltner et al., 1993; Coffey et al., 2004) . A NEB throughout an entire lactation has been monitored by Hurley et al. (2018) in cows reared in a non-intense production system and selected for lower residual energy intake (REI). In agreement, Miglior et al. (2017) have found a negative genetic correlation "between gross feed efficiency and energy balance (from-0.73 to -0.99) indicating that selection for more efficient cows would favour a lower energy status". These findings shed further light on efforts to select cows with higher feed efficiency in order to reduce feed costs, which are the highest cost factor of milk production. If high feed efficiency means that NEB occurs without compensation by replenishment, milk production is maintained at the expense of body reserves. A lack of replenishment should be judged as milk production with abrasion, and "this gradual erosion of body energy stores may be of concern of health, welfare, and profitability viewpoints" (Coffey et al., 2004) .
Relief of NEB:
The NEB of early lactation is a serious health risk. The insufficient DMI at the onset of lactation (Karacaören et al., 2006; Liinamo et al., 2012; Manzanilla-Pech et al., 2014; Krattenmacher et al., 2019) and the primarily partitioning of nutrients to the mammary gland in high-producing cows (Agnes & Yan, 2000) make the limitation of the NEB with a further increase of MY unlikely, despite manifold efforts of the periparturient nutritional management (see above). Hence, Lacasse et al. (2018) have discussed the possibility of reducing the gap by a decrease of output: a) inhibition of milk fat synthesis, b) prepartum milking, c) once-a-day milking, d) incomplete milking, or e) inhibition of lactating signal. They propose, based on current knowledge, incomplete milking for 5 or 6 days p.p. as a tool to reduce the metabolic load or even stress. This would provide load removal at the present but is not a solution for the future if the selection for higher MY continues.
Production and reproduction:
The reciprocal relationship between MY (≈ NEB) and fertility (Butler, 2003; Dobson et al., 2008) is usually considered as "antagonism". However, the downregulation of the whole signal cascade of regulation of fertility and pregnancy should be assessed as a biological reaction to insufficient nutrition: "Biologically, it is a predictable response, part of a normal function" (Knight et al., 1999) . Any intervention for possible improvement has limitations under these circumstances. Non-observance of these interactions might explain the low conception rate and early embryo death in dairy cows, particularly if hormones (GnrH, prostaglandin) and consecutive AI are applied according to a fixed time scale regardless of energy status or BCS. Lucy (2001) has published an excellent review with the title "Reproductive loss in high-producing cows: Where will it end?" This urgent question is still valid, because the improved understanding of cyclicity and pregnancy, the more accurate diagnosis by ultrasound, and the application of synchronization programs does not and can hardly lead to any ameliorating improvements without the integration of biological mechanisms.
Separate disease or syndrome? The relationships between production and health risks have been debated for decades (Ott, 1996; Rauw et al., 1998; Knaus, 2009; Ingvartsen, 2006 : Oltenacu & Broom, 2010 . The underlying under-nutrition with maladaptation and the downregulation of traits that maintain general health (Knight et al., 1999) can be correlated with numerous diseases. Previously, the diseases have been examined and studied primarily as separate events. Studies restricted to one topic will indeed lead to a better understanding of physiological, biochemical, endocrinological, or immunological sequences but have limitations if the pathogenesis of the topic is not embedded into the complex of metabolic stress, inflammation, and immunosuppression. An approach for a better understanding of this complex has been proposed by Sordillo and Mavangira (2014) , namely that "a link may exist between metabolic and immune pathways during times of altered nutrient metabolism that can increase the risk of diseases" and suggests a possible common etiology, at least for some of the production diseases. The possible interdependencies are cognizable by the positive genetic correlations of metabolic diseases with other diseases (Pryce et al., 2016; Heringstad et al., 2007) . For instance, the strong genetic correlation between ketosis and displaced abomasum (Pryce et al., 2016) . Heringstad et al. (2007) has shown that selection against mastitis causes correlated selection responses to other diseases, thereby suggesting a potential common etiology.
As a first step, our knowledge of physiology, biochemistry, immunology, nutrition, veterinary medicine, animal husbandry, and the possible pathophysiological changes and diseases during transition should be summarized and pooled in order to discern possible interactions. The complexity of interactions as implied by Sordillo and Mavangira (2014) should be further studied by an approach considering production diseases as a complex under a common umbrella of "hormonal and metabolic challenges, inflammation, and immunosuppression". This will probably raise the "chicken and egg" issue, but suggestions for solving one problem in isolation without consideration of the whole complex have obvious limitations. Vol. 12, No. 3; 2020 Since that time, TMIs have been adopted by many countries (Miglior et al., 2005; Brade, 2018) . Miglior et al. (2005) analyzed the selection index from 15 countries and determined, on average, values for production of 59.5%, for durability of 28.0%, and for health of 12.5%. Large variation was observed if the emphasis was on production. Brade (2018) confirmed this variation. Production accounted for 26% in the Netherlands and for 74% in Japan in 2017. Various sub-indices such as fertility, calving performance, somatic cell count, longevity (length of productive life), workability, and claw and udder health are included in TMI.
A significant shift in animal breeding occurred with the implementation of genomic selection in the United States, Great Britain, Ireland, New Zealand, Australia, the Netherlands, France, the Scandinavian countries, and Germany (Silva et al., 2014) . Huge numbers of genomics markers of the livestock genome (single nucleotide polymorphisms-SNP) are available and, for instance, have been demonstrated for production traits such as lactation curve, milk, fat, and protein (Oliveira et al., 2019) and various health traits such as displaced abomasum (Zerbin et al., 2015; Lehner et al., 2018) , cystic ovaries, displaced abomasum, ketosis, lameness, mastitis, metritis, retained placenta (Parker Gaddis et al., 2014) , mastitis, metritis, retained placenta, displaced abomasum, ketosis, and lameness, (Vukasinovic et al., 2017) , association between reproductive performance and serum IGF-1 (Gobikrushanth et al., 2018) , ketosis (Parker Gaddis et al., 2018; Kroezen et al., 2018) , and somatic cell score (Oliveira et al., 2019) . As a consequence, Zoetis Genetic offered, for the first time, an evaluation for wellness traits of Holsteins.
Furthermore, the incorporation of future possible traits such as feed efficiency, immune response, or resistance to infections, and of environmentally friendly animals with less waste and lower greenhouse gases production are being considered (Weller et al., 2017; Miglior et al., 2017) , as are the inclusion of data from sensors as a part of precise farming and from mid-infrared analyses (for references, see review Pryce et al., 2016) . These new technologies and, indeed, broad extended knowledge are promising and will hopefully integrate the challenge of antagonism between MY and DMI as recently discussed by Krattenmacher et al. (2019) .
Conclusions: High-producing cows pass p.p. through a period of NEB. The extent and duration of this under-nutrition has been changed dramatically during the last 3 to 4 decades and can hardly be considered as "natural". Successful adaptation in the sense of "having control of mental and bodily stability" (Fraser & Broom, 1990) and of "the physiological capability to respond properly, and thus maintain homeostasis" (Siegel, 1995) appears to be impossible in many cases. The consequences are well known: the incidences of fresh cow or production diseases and early death and the premature culling rate are high.
In the past and even today, health risks and diseases have been and are being primarily studied and treated as separate events. In spite of this better knowledge, no relief or improvements in fertility and pregnancy or in mastitis or lameness are apparent. For instance, German data show that the culling rate attributable to lameness has increased over time (Vereinigte Informationssysteme Tierhaltung-vit, 2016) , and "no studies have reported a reduction in the prevalence of lameness over the last 20 years" (Heringstad et al., 2018) . The incidence of clinical mastitis in the USA increased from 13% in 1996 (USDA, 1996) to 25% in 2016 (USDA, 2016). Further, the annual incidence risk of the mortality of cows has been described in a meta-analysis over 25 years: an increase from some 2% in the 1980s to 6-8% in 2008 or by 2% per decade has occurred (Compton et al., 2017) . This observation hardly supports a general mitigation of health risks, although the remarkable decrease of mastitis in the Norwegian Red (Heringstad & Østerås, 2013) and the GWS (genome-wide selection) and genetic selection are promising aspects for the future.
The myriad studies of separate events have improved our knowledge, and in the current reviews (part 1 + 2), these data have been used in an attempt to create a synopsis between the physiology of homeorhesis, its changes by selection and management, high MY, broad NEB with hormonal and metabolic changes, ketosis, and fertility by means of an approach to disclose dependencies and causal sequences. The possible convergence should be extended by the addition of further topics to achieve a better understanding of the whole complexity. The integration of immunology, endocrinology (metabolism and fertility), biochemistry, physiology, nutrition, veterinary medicine, and animal husbandry needs to be deepened.
The current breeding indices should encompass further health traits having a predominant emphasis and urgency, including parameters of energy metabolism (metabolites and hormones, the balance of nutrients) for sustainable breeding goals and a long-life cycle of dairy cattle production. The negative or minutely positive genetic correlation between MY and DMI during early lactation with the resulting NEB is an underlying burden for production and health in current breeding indices. With other words: "Genetic selection for high-producing healthy cows should reverse current trends and create a future cow that can transition well and produce successfully in high metabolic environment" (Lucy, 2016) . Impaired fertility and reproduction under these conditions is primarily a physiological reaction, not a disease, and requires our special attention.
